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Neural Network Based Rail Flaw Detection
Using Unprocessed Ultrasonic Data

1. Executive Summary
In the current practice in rail flaw detection the raw (unprocessed) data gets processed to

generate the data for the simple visual displays that can be produced for the operator. In the past

Sperry Rail Service has funded research on application of neural networks in the rail flaw detec-

tion. All the previous research has been based on using processed ultrasonic data.

Useful information gets discarded in processing the ultrasonic data. This research project

was intended for developing methods that can use the unprocessed ultrasonic data in railroad rail

flaw detection. The reasoning behind this project was that by directly using the unprocessed data

with appropriately designed and trained neural networks it would be possible to make maximum

use of the information in the ultrasonic data to improve the efficiency and reliability of rail flaw

detection. Sperry Rail Service was to be the co--funder and participant in this project.

The research project was to be carried out in several stages. It was planned that we would

start the project by establishing an ultrasonic rail flaw detection laboratory at the campus of Uni-

versity of Illinois at Urbana--Champaign with loaned equipment from Sperry Rail Service. Si-

multaneously, methods would be developed for collecting, digitizing and storing the unpro-

cessed ultrasonic data. The volume of the unprocessed data is very large and currently it is not

being stored; only the processed data gets stored. The next stage was collecting the ultrasonic

data in the laboratory and at Sperry’s test track at Danbury, CT. The collected data would have

been used in designing, developing and training a set of rail flaw detection neural networks.

These neural networks would have gone through several rigorous cycles of testing, evaluation

and retraining.

After an initial study, it was decided to establish the laboratory at Danbury. The scope of

the project was changed and it was decided that the unprocessed data would be collected only
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in the laboratory under conditions similar to those in the field, and by using the same transducer

sets. The necessary equipment was acquired and the laboratory was established. A small sample

of data was collected. At this point Sperry Rail Service had to withdraw from the project for

internal reasons, and without their participation it was not possible to complete the project.

Therefore the project was terminated.

2. The statement of the problem

The purpose of this project was to develop and test neural network based methods to im-

prove the reliability and speed of ultrasonic railroad rail inspection and rail flaw detection, to

enable earlier detection of flaws and to detect certain heretofore undetectable flaws. The current

rail flaw detection technology is limited by the human operator’s ability to interpret the ultrason-

ic data stream. This limits the detection car operating speeds and allows some important and

critical flaws to go undetected. The results from an ongoing project co-- funded by Sperry Rail

Service and AAR, showed that neural networks can improve the rate and reliability of rail flaw

detection by using the same processed data that is used in the operator--based system. Further

improvements are possible by using the unprocessed data, which contains more information than

the processed data.

Development and application of the proposed technology is of particular importance on

lines that, in the future, will combine the high speed passenger rail operations with freight traffic

and heavier axle loads will further complicate the situation. They are likely to contribute to a

higher rate of initiation and growth of rail flaws. Failure to detect and repair them in a timely

fashion could cause service reliability problems and will pose safety concerns as well.

Improved rail flaw detection resulting from this project would to lead to more reliable,

earlier detection of smaller flaws, before they grow and become critical. This research is also

likely to lead to more reliable methods to determine the size of the flaws. Smaller flaws often

do not pose as great a hazard as larger flaws, and as such do not need to be repaired immediately.
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Higher reliability in detection of all sizes of flaws and determination of the flaw sizes will facili-

tate implementation of more efficient management of rail repair.

2.1. Ultrasonic railroad rail inspection

Railroad rails are routinely inspected by electro--magnetic induction and/or ultrasonic

methods to detect flaws and to identify their type. The operator in a detection car inspects the

railroad rails using processed ultrasonic data. This project was co--funded by Sperry Rail Service

and it was intended to use the data generated by Sperry in the laboratory and in the field using

their ultrasonic transducers. In the following we briefly describe the Sperry rail inspection cars.

A Sperry Rail Service road/rail detection car is shown in Figure 1. These detection cars

typically have an ultrasonic inspection unit trailing the rear wheels, as seen in Figure 1. The ul-

trasonic transducers are installed in two wheels over each rail, as shown in Figure 2. The pliable

wheels are filled with a coupling fluid and they are in contact with the rails under pressure. The

transducers are arranged to send ultrasonic signals at different angles into the rail, specially the

rail head. The stream of signals are processed and gated, and the results are displayed in strip

chart format on a monitor in front of the operator. The ultrasonic strip chart is constructed from

a stream of records and each record contains 16 bits of binary data, which includes the processed

signals generated by all the transducers.

The ultrasonic test data used in training of the neural networks in earlier studies was gener-

ated by inspection runs over the Sperry test track which contains a number of known defects.

The location and type of the defects was determined from Sperry Rail Service’s test track defect

manual. The strip chart data contained within a window of prescribed size were used as the input

to the neural networks. The window size refers to the number of consecutive records included

in a neural network input vector. The window distance is the distance between the centerline

of two adjacent windows. The neural network input vector is generated according to the window

size with the centerline on the defect location, as shown in Figure 3. Moreover, as shown in Fig-

ure 4, if a defect is extended over a section of the rail longer than the window size, a sequence
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Figure 1. A road/rail ultrasonic detection car.

Figure 2. The ultrasonic transducers.

of neural network input vectors is generated from windows separated by window distance. Fi-

nally, the same procedure is also used to generate sequences of neural network input vectors for

clean rails without any defect, as shown in Figure 5. Throughout the earlier studies , we have

used a window size of 7 records and a window distance of 12 records. With the window size

of 7 records and each record containing 16 binary bits, each neural network input vector contains

112 binary bits.
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Record A

Window Size

Record B

Figure 3. Damage occurs at a single point.

Record A

Window Size

Record B

Figure 4. Damage occurs in a range between record A and record B.

Window Distance

Window Size

Figure 5. Clean Rail.

Window Distance
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In the initial phase of the earlier studies the same processed data that the operator sees was

used in the neural network study. The intention was that the successful development and imple-

mentation of neural network--based flaw detection techniques will assist the operators and will

improve the reliability and efficiency of railroad rail flaw detection.

2.2. Neural networks

Artificial neurons

Artificial neural networks are constructed as an assemblage of artificial neurons that are

roughly modeled after the biological neurons in the brains and nervous system of humans and

animals. We present a brief and simplified introduction to the structure and operation of the the

biological neurons.

Synapses

Axon

Dendrites

Soma

Figure 6. A simplified schematic representation of a biological neuron.

Each biological neuron is connected to a large number of other neurons. Electrical signals

travel along these connection. These signals arrive at the neurons along the connection called
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the “dendrites.” These signals produce a physio--chemical reaction in the main body of the neu-

ron called the “soma,” which may result in generation of an electrical charge. The electrical

charge causes a signal to travel along the “axon” and to be transmitted to the neurons along the

“synoptic” connections. Figure 6 schematically shows the main elements of a biological neuron.

Neural networks are composed of a number of interconnected artificial neurons. A vast

majority of the artificial neurons used in the current generation of neural networks are based on

the model proposed by McCulloch and Pitts in the 1940’s. The McCulloch--Pitts artificial neu-

ron was binary.

An artificial neuron is shown in Figure 7. Shown on the left hand side of this Figure are

a number of incoming connections, transmitting the signals from the other artificial neurons.

A numerical value, called the connection weight, is assigned to each connection to represent its

effectiveness or its strength in transmitting the signals. The weight of the connection from node

number j into node number i is wij, and the signal coming from the node number j is Sj. The

incoming connections are modelling the dendrites in the biological neurons.

The artificial neuron itself represents the soma in its biological counterpart. The physio--

chemical reactions that take place within the soma and cause it to fire a signal are represented

by two simple operations shown in the two circles. The first operation is the weighted sum of

all the incoming signals, each weighted by the weight of the connection on which it is travelling.

z i (n + 1) = S
j

w i j Sj (n) - Òi

In this equation Òi is the bias of the neuron. In reality, the operation of the artificial neuron is

not affected by the magnitude of the time step.

The second operation within the artificial neuron consists of passing the results of the

weighted sum through an “activation function”, f (x). The result of this operation is called the
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S j (n)

S j- 1 (n)

S j+1 (n)

S i (n + 1)wij

wi (j+1)

wi (j- 1)

node i

Figure 7. An artificial neuron.

“activation” of the neuron and it is denoted by Si (n + 1). Activation functions are usually

bounded functions varying between zero and one, and they provide the main source of nonlinear-

ity in neural networks.

Real valued neurons, that are widely used, have activations values in the range of [0, 1]

or [--1, 1]. The most commonly used activation function is the sigmoid function given in the

following equation.

1
1 + e- l z i ( n+1 )

S i ( n + 1 ) = f [ zi ( n + 1 ) ] =

The sigmoid function is a smoothed version of the binary step function and similar to the step

function it varies between 0 and 1. However, the transition is more gradual and it has a real non--

zero value for all the possible values of its argument.

Another common choice for the activation function is the hyperbolic tangent function that is a

bounded function varying between --1 and 1.

f ( x ) = tanh ( a x )
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Multi-- layer feedforward neural networks

Multi-- layer Feedforward (MLF) neural networks are probably the most widely used neu-

ral networks. With a few exceptions the vast majority of the neural applications in engineering

applications use the MLF neural networks. Unlike the randomly connected or the fully con-

nected Hopfield nets, the MLF neural networks are not dynamical systems and consequently,

they least resemble the nervous system in humans and animals.

The artificial neurons in the MLF are arranged in a number of layers. The first layer is

the input layer and the last layer is the output layer. The layers between the input and the output

layers are referred to as the hidden layers. The order of the layers and the direction of the propa-

gation of the signals is from the input layer, through the hidden layers to the output layer. In the

fully connected version, each node is connected to all the nodes in the next layer. Figure 8 shows

a typical MLF neural network.

The nodes in the input layer are not quite artificial neurons. They only receive the input

values and transmit them to the artificial neurons in the first layer which is usually the first hidden

layer.

The type of fully connected neural network shown in Figure 8 is the most commonly used.

However other patterns of connections are also possible. Some patterns of connectivity can be

the result of adaptive architecture determination.

The nodes in the MLF neural networks are the typical artificial neurons that were de-

scribed in an earlier section. The activation of the nodes are determined from an activation func-

tion and a weighted sum operation.

zk
i = S

j
wk

ij Sk- 1
j - Òi

Sk
i = f [ zk

i ]
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Output layer

Input layer

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

y1 y2 y3 y4

hidden layer

hidden layer

Figure 8. A multi-- layer feed--forward neural network.

The superscript k is used to designate the layer number which varies from zero for the input layer

to n for the output layer. In the equation Òi is the bias, wk
ij are the weights the connections coming

into the layer number k, and Sk
i is the activation of node number i in layer number k,. The input

vector can be considered as the activations of the input nodes and the activation of the output

nodes are the output of the neural network.

S0
i = xi

yi = Sn
i
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The activation function for the nodes is a bounded function varying between 0 and 1 or between

--1 and 1. In binary neural networks the activation function is a step function. In the real--valued

neural networks the activation function is either a sigmoid f ( x ) = 1 / ( 1 + e- lx ), or hy-

perbolic tangent f ( x ) = tanh ( ax ).

How many hidden layers are needed

To start with there are no rigorous general rules for determining the appropriate number

of hidden layers. Like many aspects of neural networks, the number of hidden layers is problem

dependent. The author’s own experience, as well as a general consensus among the users of neu-

ral networks, is that no more than two hidden layers is needed for a vast majority of problems.

As the number of hidden layers increase beyond two, the correlation between the input layer and

the output layer diminishes and the training of the neural network becomes more difficult.

The question of whether one or two hidden layers are needed depends to some extent on

the nonlinearity and the complexity of the underlying association in the training data that the

neural network is expected to learn. One hidden layer is sufficient for many problems. If the

problem can be solved and the neural network can be trained with one hidden layer, then it is

preferable not to use two hidden layers for that problem. However, for many practical problems

one hidden layer is not sufficient.

The vast majority of neural networks in engineering applications use two hidden layers

and most of these problems can not be solved with one hidden layer. This is because of the high

degree of nonlinearity in most of the engineering problems.

Of course, there are some exceptions to the rule of a maximum of two hidden layers. There

are some cases, like the replicator neural networks which may require three hidden layers. In

some applications a composite neural network may appear to have up to four hidden layers.

However, these neural networks are composed of more that one neural network, and the constitu-

ent neural networks are trained separately.
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Training of MLF neural networks

The response (output) of a MLF neural network to any given stimuli (input) obviously will

depend on the connection weights. The choice of the activation function also has an influence

on the stimulus-- response behavior of neural network. However, the activation function is a

fixed part of the neural networks and it does not change during the training of the neural network.

The training of a neural network essentially means the adaptation of the connection weights.

The training of the MLF neural networks is termed “supervised learning” since the neural

network learns from the patterns of input--output pairs. The knowledge to be learned and ac-

quired by the neural network is contained in the set of input--output patterns that constitutes the

training data set as shown in the following equation.

[ Y1, X1 ], ··· , [ Yk, Xk ]

During the training the connection weights of the neural network are changed so that for

each input vector Xi the error at the output between the computed and desired output vector Yi

is minimized. The output error is defined as follows.

ep = 1
2 ? Yp - Yp ?2

2 = 1
2

?M

i = 1

( ypi - ypi )2

The total error E is the sum of the errors for all the input--output pairs in the training data set.

E = ?
p

ep

Obviously, the total error in the output of the neural network is a function of its connection

weights.

E = E ( wij )
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The essence of the training of a neural network is to determine a set of connection weights

that minimize the total error E. The rules used to update the connection weights is called the

learning rule.

Almost any method of optimization can be used to determine the optimal connection

weights. The most commonly used method is the iterative method of updating the connection

weights based on a simple variation of the gradient descent method.

Dwij = - h
? E ( wij )

? wij

In this equation h is the “learning rate”. It is usually a small number between 0 and 1. Learning

rate is an important parameter which governs the rate of convergence of the gradient based algo-

rithm.

Adaptive architecture

When the neural network is used to solve a problem, it is important to decide the optimal

architecture of the network. In order to obtain good generalization capability, one has to build

into the network as much knowledge about the problem as possible, and limit the number of con-

nections appropriately. Therefore, it is desirable to find algorithms that not only optimize the

weights for a given architecture, but also optimize the architecture itself. This means in particu-

lar optimizing the number of layers and the number of neurons per layers.

There are several methods to construct the optimal architecture, such as dynamic node cre-

ation, the cascade--correlation learning architecture, skeletonization, pruning, and dynamic hid-

den elements generation. Basically, there are only two major algorithms: network growing and

network pruning. For network growing algorithms, the network begins with a basic one, and

neurons are added during the training. The network is easy to extend as new patterns are added

to learn. In addition, such a network freezes the original trained weights and adjusts the new
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: The adaptive method of neuralnetwork architecture determination.

weights to new learning patterns. On the other hand, for network pruning algorithms, the net-

work begins with a large one, and the redundant neurons and connections are pruned during the

training. The disadvantage of such a network is that the old network can not be used and has

to be trained over again when new learning patterns are added. Therefore, the network growing

algorithm is preferable to the pruning for the class of problems considered here.

The author and his co--workers have proposed an adaptive method of architecture deter-

mination, which generates new hidden neurons dynamically. In Figure 9(a), the network is

started with a small number of neurons at the hidden layers. In Figure 9(b), an additional neuron

is added to each hidden layer at a time when the criterion of adding new nodes are encountered.

The criterion is defined according to the learning performance of the current network. In Figure

9(c), when a hidden node is added to the hidden layer, connection weights of this new node to

all the other nodes are created and initialized. For the new connection weights to acquire the

portion of the knowledge which has not been learned by the old connection weights, some train-

ing is performed only for the new connection weights while the old connection weights are fro-

zen. Then the training continues for all the connection weights. These steps will be repeated
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and new nodes are added to the hidden layers as needed until the present network satisfies the

convergence criterion. At the end of training, the appropriate network architecture is determined

automatically.

2.3. Application of neural networks in the ultrasonic rail flaw detection

The main concept behind the application of neural networks in ultrasonic rail inspection

is shown in Figure 10.

. . .

Ultrasonic data streamWindow of ultrasonic data
for neural network analysis.

Neural network rail flaw detection system

Flaw detection
and identification

Figure 10. Schematics of ultrasonic flaw detection with trained neural networks.
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As the inspection car travels over the rails the ultrasonic inspection is being performed continu-

ously. The specially designed wheels that contain the ultrasonic transducers are in contact with

the rails. The transducers are sending and receiving ultrasonic signals The ultrasonic signals

received by the transducers go though signal processing and the processed data are displayed on

the monitors in front of the operator. Figure 10 shows a stream of strip chart data. The operator

makes a decision from the processed data on the existence of a flaw.

The same task can also be performed by the a set of trained neural networks. As shown

in Figure 10, these neural networks are designed to receive the ultrasonic data within a moving

window. A number of studies in the early stages of the project funded by Sperry Rail Service

determined the appropriate size of the window. The data from the moving window is passed

through the neural network or a set of neural networks. The output of the neural networks indi-

cate the existence of flaws. The neural networks can also be trained to provide information about

the type of the flaw.

These neural networks have to be trained with an appropriate training data set. The train-

ing data is collected from the normal operation of the detection car and the processed data that

they generate. Since the neural networks obtain all their information from the training data, spe-

cial precautions must be taken to assure that training data contains all the information that neural

networks need to be as effective as possible in the detection of flaws.

The first task is to determine the architecture of the neural network. Next the appropriate

training data set is collected and used to train the neural networks. Then the trained neural net-

works are tested with new data that was not used in the training. The process of training and

testing is repeated through several cycles, until a satisfactorily trained neural network is arrived

at. However, the training of the neural network never completely stops. If new data becomes

available to increase the effectiveness of the neural network, they can always be retrained to ac-

quire the additional information in the new data set.
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2.4. Processed ultrasonic data

All the ultrasonic railroad rail inspection is currently done with the processed data. The

signals received by the ultrasonic transducer get processed to generate simple visual displays that

can be used by the operator. There are two basic types of processed data.

The strip chart method is the simple processing method that has been in use for years, even

before microprocessors and personal computers. In recent years, the strip chart data is generated

digitally and displayed on monitors in front of the operator. The processed strip chart data is in

binary from; when a returned ultrasonic signal exceeds a threshold a positive signal is generated.

For each channel the strip chart data appears in the form of ticks, as shown in Figure 10. Each

line represents one ultrasonic transducer. When a tick appears, it is an indication that a returned

signal exceeding the threshold has been received by that transducer. There are two sets of lines

for the two rails, each set of lines represent the transducers over one rail.

The B--scan processing method generates more information for the operator than the strip

chart method. In the B--scan processing method when a return signal exceeds a threshold the

distance from the object that caused the reflection is also determined from the time of arrival of

the return signal. For each transducer the direction of propagation of the ultrasonic signal is

known. When the distance is also known, the location of the object generating the return signal

can be determined. Collection of successive locations make up two--dimensional images de-

tected by the transducers. The operator sees a collection of two--dimensional images displayed

on the monitor.

2.5. Unprocessed ultrasonic data

Processing of the ultrasonic data, either by the strip chart method or by the B--scan method,

was intended to generate visual data that can be quickly processed by the operator. Human oper-

ators can only process a limited amount of information at the operating speed of the detection

car. The volume of the unprocessed data is very large and it can not be displayed for the operator.

However, a computerized method such as trained neural networks can process very large volume
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of data at high speeds. The computerized methods are only limited by the speed of the processing

computer.

The advantage of using the unprocessed data is that it contains a lot of information that

is lost during the standard processing methods. Potentially this additional information can be

used to increase the detection rates and to enable the detection of flaws that are difficult to detect

at the present.

3. Previous research

All the previous research on application of neural networks in rail flaw detection that was

conducted at University of Illinois at Urbana--Champaign was funded by Sperry Rail Service.

All this research was done on Sperry equipment. A brief outline of this research is presented

in the in the following section.

3.1. Neural networks in strip chart method

For the OMNI+DF system, there are 16 bits in each record of the ultrasonic strip chart data.

They are the first 16 bits in Figure 11. For UX9+VSH system, there are two more VSH bits in

each record, which are the last two bits shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. A 18--bit signal record

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 11718

A window size of seven records was chosen for the neural network input. Since the dis-

tance between the records is 3 inches, each window covers 18 inches of the rails. The size of
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the input vector for the neural networks is equal to the window size of seven records times the

number of bits per record. This results in a input vector of 112 binary bits in OMNI+DF system

and 126 binary bits in UX9+VSH system.

Table 1. Classification of defect types

No. Type Defect detection Defect identification

0 Clean (no defect) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 BHJ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 HSJ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

3 HWJ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4 HSH 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
5 VSH 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

6 TDD/TDC/TDT/EBF 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 Crushed Head 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 Extra Drillings 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 Torch Cut 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Later we adopted a new approach by training multiple neural networks for the defect iden-

tification. A separate neural network was trained for each defect type. The data would pass

through multiple neural networks and each would detect a specific defect. The earlier multiple

neural networks had only one output node. In the “delta function” method the output is binary.

A defect is detected when the output node is on (output value of 0.9) and the defect is located

at the center of the window. Otherwise, the output node is off (output value of 0.1), indicating

no defects. In the “linear function” method the value of the output node during the training de-

pends on the location of the defect within the window. The output value varies from 0.3 for the

defect at the edge of the window to 0.9 when the defect is at the center of the window. The ab-

sence of defect is still indicated by the output value of 0.1. The delta function and the linear func-

tion are shown in Figure 12.
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Direction of motion
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Past records Future records
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tionOutput Patterns Min
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Figure 12. Neural network output patterns
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The output of the neural networks indicates the presence or absence of defects and infor-

mation about the defect type. Early on in this study the defects were classified into ten types,

including clean rails, as shown in Table 1. Initially, each defect type was assigned nine binary

bits in the neural network output vectors. For practical computational reasons the binary values

of ‘‘0” and ‘‘1” are replaced by ‘‘0.1” and ‘‘0.9”.

At a later stage in the study a new variation was introduced in representing the output of

the neural networks with seven nodes. These neural networks were deemed to have improved

capability for learning the defect detection. The value of the output node depends on the location

of the defect within the window. Three different patterns shown in Figure 12 were tested. For

the moving patterns, the center of a linear triangular function with values of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9,

0.7, 0.5, 0.3 is located over the defect in the window. The portions of the triangle falling outside

the window are truncated. For the central patterns, the center of a linear triangular function also

is located over the defect in the window. However, its value depends on the location of thedefect.

The value of the center of the triangle is 0.9 when the defect is at the center of the window. The

values of the triangular pattern are multiplied by 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 as the defect moves from

the center of the window to its edge. For the step patterns, a step function is symmetrically lo-

cated over the defect and the width of the step function depends on the location of the defect in

the window, as shown in Figure 12.

Data for Training of the Neural Networks

Two methods have been used to prepare the data for neural network training. Initially we

prepared the training data according to Sperry’s defect manual for the test track. The DF chan-

nels were used to determine the rail ends. The record in the middle of the section of the DF sig-

nals near the rail end was used to locate the beginning and the end of each rail. The training pat-

terns of rail flaws were decided based on the locations of rail flaws in each rail in the defect

manual. The training patterns for clean rails were also generated using the test track data.
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Figure 13. Classification of the data for neural network training
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The classification of the data for neural network training is shown in Figure 13. When

there are no non--zero signals within the window, it is an indication of clean pattern and absence

of any defects. However, sometimes the ultrasonic transducers do not generate any signals for

a defect. In either case the windows with all zeros were not included in the training of the neural

networks, since they will always produce a a zero output. Only the windows with non--zero sig-

nals were used in training the neural networks. These windows were grouped into clean and de-

fect patterns. Three types of patterns occur in the non--zero records: duplicates, conflicts and

unique patterns. Duplicate patterns are defined as the group of patterns that have the same input

and output vectors. One from each group of duplicate patterns is included in the training of neu-

ral networks. The conflicts are defined as the patterns that have the same input vectors but differ-

ent outputs. All the conflicts were excluded from the training data since the neural networks have

no way of learning these patterns. The remaining records were unique and they were all included

in the training of the neural networks.

The number of defect patterns is far less than the number of the clean patterns. Conse-

quently, the neural networks could become biased in favor of clean patterns during the training

process. In order to prevent this and to make the training process less biased, a multiplication

factor was applied to the defect patterns to balance the numbers of defect and clean patterns.

Data for Testing of the Neural Networks

Test track and revenue data with known locations of defects were used to test the capability

of the trained neural networks. The data for testing was intentionally not used in the training

of the neural networks in order to test their generalization capability.

Two parameters can be used in deciding whether the output of the neural network during

the testing process indicates the presence of a defect. The first parameter is a threshold for the

output nodes. The second parameter is the number of output nodes (in the multiple output neural

networks) that exceed that threshold. For all the output patterns shown in Figure 12, the thresh-

old starts at 0.5. For moving and central patterns, the number of output nodes larger than the
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threshold starts at 1. For step patterns, the number of output nodes larger than the threshold starts

at 3. Once the number of records in a window greater than or equal to the threshold is larger than

the above specified numbers, the central record is then taken as a defect. Otherwise, it is treated

as clean. During the training of the neural networks they are tested at regular intervals with a

specified threshold and the limit on the number of output nodes exceeding the threshold. The

connection weights of the neural networks are also saved at these intervals. At the end of the

training process, the connection weights corresponding to the best test results is selected and

used for the trained neural network.

Neural Network Architectures

All the neural networks used in this study are multi-- layer feed--forward neural networks.

Moreover, they all have four layers: input layer, two hidden layers, and output layer. The same

four layers were used for both the first level and the second level neural networks. A typical first

level neural network is shown in Figure 14. This neural network is shown with a delta function

output. The same type of neural network was used in the linear function output. All the first

level neural networks have a single output node. A typical second level defect identification neu-

ral network is shown in Figure 15. All the second level neural networks have seven outputnodes.

The same neural network architecture was used for the three output patterns shown in Figure 12,

namely, the moving patterns, the central patterns, and the step patterns.

The number of input nodes depends on the window size. For the window size of 7 records,

there are 112 (7¢16) input nodes for the 16--bit OMNI+DF system and 126 (7¢18) input nodes

for the 18--bit UX9+VSH system. The number of the nodes in the hidden layers are determined

adaptively during the training.

Training and testing of the neural networks

Sets of neural networks were trained and tested initially with the test track data. These neu-

ral networks were subsequently tested with revenue data. Extensive studies were performed and

the trained neural networks were tested.
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Figure 14. First level defect detection neural network
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Figure 15. Second level neural network for defect identification
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3.2. Neural networks in B--scan method

In the B--Scan data processing system, the 24 channel raw data from UIB are processed

into record--by--record data. Each record represents an object created by an algorithm. The re-

cord contains information on the channel, gate, object location, object length, start depth, end

depth, and the amplitude of the return signal. The object creation process is schematically shown

in Figure 16.

Ultrasonic Probes

B--scan DSP

UltrasonicControl
Computer (UCC)

Ultrasonic Interface
Board (UIB)

Data Sorted by Defect Object Record

24 Channel Raw Data

Figure 16. The 24 Channel B--scan raw data
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Implementation of Record--by--Record Approach

A B--Scan record is composed of channel and gate numbers, the location (pulse number)

of the objects, the object length, start range (depth from the rail top to the ultrasonic reflection

surface), end range, and signal strength.

B - Scan Object Record =
???

???
?

?

?

Channel and Gate Nos.
Location of the Object
Object Length
Start Range
End Range
Signal Strength

???

???
?

?

?

Each channel and gate listed in Table 2 creates a record if there is a signal that satisfies the prede-

fined object creation criteria.

The B--Scan neural network input data is prepared for each channel and gate from the B--

Scan Object Record Data. The B--Scan neural network input data consist of relative distance

between previous objects and current objects, object length, start range, end range, and signal

strength. The B--Scan neural network uses the current object records created from signals mea-

sured at each channel and gate and the previous histories of object records as well. The rationale

for this approach is based on the the fact that one object does not contain enough information

for detection and identification of the defect. For example, the same object can be a defect or

no defect depending on the neighborhoods of the object.
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Table 2. The 24 Channel Data (per Rail) and the Corresponding Probes

Channels Gate

1 (13) zero 0 Web Head & Web1 (13) zero
3 Depth Bottom loss

2 (14) 37Fwd 0 Forward 37 Head & Web2 (14) 37Fwd
2 CDA Head & Web

3 (15) 37Rev 0 Reverse 37 Head & Web3 (15) 37Rev
2 CDA Head & Web

4 (16) 70Fwd 0 CLTD Head4 (16) 70Fwd
2 CDA Head

5 (17) 70Rev 0 CLTD Head5 (17) 70Rev
2 CDA Head

6 (18) DFGaFwd 0 GageDF Head (Gage Side)6 (18) DFGaFwd
2 CDA Head (Gage Side)

7 (19) DFGaRev 0 GageDF Head (Gage Side)7 (19) DFGaRev
2 CDA Head (Gage Side)

8 (20) DFFdFwd 0 FieldDF Head (Field Side)8 (20) DFFdFwd
2 CDA Head (Field Side)

9 (21) DFFdRev 0 FieldDF Head (Field Side)9 (21) DFFdRev
2 CDA Head (Field Side)

10 (22) 0VSH 0 VSH Head10 (22) 0VSH
2 CDA Head

11 (23) VSHGa 0 VSHGage Head (Gage Side)11 (23) VSHGa
2 CDA Head (Gage Side)

12 (24) VSHFd 0 VSHField Head (Field Side)12 (24) VSHFd
2 CDA Head (Field Side)
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Figure 17 shows the neural network architecture for using the B--Scan Record--by--Record

data. Neural network input nodes are connected to 12 channel and gate sets per rail and each

set of channel and gate includes the current and n--previous history data of object records.

···

···

···

···

Record (i--- n)Record (i) Record (i--- 1) ···

Figure 17. Neural network architecture using B--scan object record

The number of input nodes depends on how many channels and history data are used in

the system. In this case, each record is composed of five data as explained previously (the rela-

tive distance to the neighboring object, object length, start range, end range, and signal strength),

and 3 previous history records are used for 12 channels & gates (shaded area in Table 16). The
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total number of neural network input nodes is 260. This number is calculated as follows: the

current plus 3 previous records (4) multiplied by 5 data per record multiplied by 13, the number

of channels.

Verification with Simulated Defects Data

Initially a simple record--by--record data set is created and used to verify the proposed

methodology. The data consists of the relative distance between previous objects and current

objects, the object length, start depth and end depth as shown in Figure 18. The current object

and two previous object records are used as the input for the neural network. Consequently, 12

input nodes are used in the input layer of neural network. The output layer has two nodes. The

neural networks are trained to return ones for the output nodes if a defect is detected among the

three object, otherwise the output values are zeros. The neural network used in the verification

example is shown in Figure 19.

Object iObject i--1Object i--2

Length

Relative
Distance

Relative Distance ( > Max. distance)

sR

eR sR

sReR
eR

Figure 18. Elements of the simulated B--scan data.
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Record (i)Record (i--- 2) Record (i--- 1)

Figure 19. Neural network architecture for the simulated B--scan Data

The B--scan objects are created whenever a reflected signals is received. As a results, the

objects can be at long distances from each other. The previous objects that are too far from the

current location of the sensors can not, and should not, affect the current defect detection. This

observation is implemented by limiting the distance for including the previous objects; if the pre-

vious objects are further away than a pre--defined distance from the current object then they are

ignored and not used as input to the neural network.

The B--scan neural network was trained with 34 training data sets shown in Table 3 that

included a total of 68 objects. The objects shown as shaded in the table were not included in the

training data. They were used for testing of the trained neural network. The 33 testing input

sets included nine objects; object numbers 36, 39, 42, 45, 54, 57, 62, 65, and 68.
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The test results are compared with the expected B--scan NN output in Table 4. Gray cells

indicates failure in detecting a defect in the neural network input. However, all the defects were

successfully detected, and there were no false positive, as shown in last two columns in the table.

Table 3. Object numbers used to identify pattern (Test Case)

Pattern
Number

Objects used for NN Pattern
Number

Objects used for NN
Number

i--2 i--1 i
Number

i--2 i--1 i

1 34 35 36 17 50 51 52

2 35 36 37 18 51 52 53

3 36 37 38 19 52 53 54

4 37 38 39 20 53 54 55

5 38 39 40 21 54 55 56

6 39 40 41 22 55 56 57

7 40 41 42 23 56 57 58

8 41 42 43 24 57 58 59

9 42 43 44 25 58 59 60

10 43 44 45 26 59 60 61

11 44 45 46 27 60 61 62

12 45 46 47 28 61 62 63

13 46 47 48 29 62 63 64

14 47 48 49 30 63 64 65

15 48 49 50 31 64 65 66

16 49 50 51 32 65 66 67

33 66 67 68
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Table 4. Comparison between expected NN outputs and results (Test Case)

Pattern
Number

Expected NN Output Actual NN Output Defect
Number

Defect
Detected?

Pattern
Number Output 1 Output 2 Output 1 Output 2

Defect
Number

Defect
Detected?

1 1 1 0.988571 0.988629
36 yes2 1 1 1.007975 1.00803 36 yes

3 1 1 0.993009 0.993015
4 1 1 1.000342 1.000412

39 yes5 1 1 1.007099 1.007164 39 yes

6 1 1 -- 4.73E-- 02 -- 4.73E-- 02
7 1 1 0.999304 0.999369

42 yes8 1 1 1.000596 1.000676 42 yes

9 1 1 1.005876 1.005868

10 1 1 1.0037 1.003759
45 yes11 1 1 1.011168 1.011065 45 yes

12 1 1 -- 7.73E-- 02 -- 7.73E-- 02
13 0 0 -- 0.00077 -- 0.00077

14 0 0 1.24E-- 04 1.32E-- 04
15 0 0 -- 0.00045 -- 0.00045 No

Defects16 0 0 -- 0.00022 -- 0.00021
No

Defects

17 0 0 1.16E-- 03 1.17E-- 03

18 0 0 1.24E-- 04 1.32E-- 04
19 1 1 -- 7.34E-- 02 -- 7.34E-- 02

54 yes20 1 1 1.0104 1.010384 54 yes

21 1 1 0.992426 0.992431

22 1 1 -- 4.09E-- 04 -- 4.06E-- 04
57 yes23 1 1 1.009127 1.009151 57 yes

24 1 1 0.987229 0.987248
25 0 0 1.39E-- 04 1.43E-- 04 No

Defects26 0 0 -- 0.00019 -- 0.00019
No

Defects

27 1 1 0.953297 0.953407
62 yes28 1 1 1.012898 1.012708 62 yes

29 1 1 7.89E-- 04 7.38E-- 04

30 1 1 1.000946 1.000795
65 yes31 1 1 0.997244 0.997163 65 yes

32 1 1 0.939121 0.939219

33 1 1 1.012898 1.012708 68 yes
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A set of neural networks were developed and applied to actual test track B--scan data. The

results indicated a good performance of the trained neural networks.

4. Planned technical approach

The technical approach in this project involved two major steps that could only be per-

formed sequentially. The first step was primarily collection, digitization, and storing of unpro-

cessed ultrasonic data in the laboratory and on the test track in Danbury, Connecticut. The sec-

ond step was using the collected data to develop, train, test, and evaluate a set of neural networks.

This project was jointly funded by TRB and Sperry Rail Service. The data collection was to be

done at Sperry Rail Service at Danbury, CT, while development, training and testing of neural

networks was to be carried out at University of Illinois at Urbana--Champaign.

The first task in the proposal dealt with developing methods for collecting the unprocessed

ultrasonic data. The volume of the unprocessed data is very large and it is not stored in Sperry’s

detection cars, only the processed data gets stored. The following paragraph is the text of the

first task in the proposal.

“Work with the technical staff at Sperry Rail Service to develop a method of collecting
and storing the unprocessed ultrasonic data onboard their detector cars. Conduct a number
of test runs with the detector cars on Sperry’s test track at Danbury Connecticut and collect
both processed data and unprocessed data. The flaws in the test track have been carefully
mapped and can be easily located in the data stream.”

At the early stages of this project we intended to establish a rail flaw detection laboratory

at the University of Illinois at Urbana--Champaign with loaned equipment from Sperry Rail Ser-

vice. The following paragraph is the text of the second task in the proposal.

“Establish a rail flaw detection laboratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana--Cham-
paign. This laboratory will be set up mostly with the loaned equipment from Sperry and
AAR, including sensor wheel sets, individual sensor sets, electronic display and recording
equipment, and sections of rail with known flaws. Initially, a number of tests will be per-
formed to record unprocessed data for individual flaws. Later, in the course of the pro-
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posed research, the laboratory will be used for performing verification tests. The laborato-
ry will provide a control environment to evaluate the intermediate steps in the process of
developing a neural network flaw detection system.”

The purpose of establishing the laboratory was to identify the main characteristics of the

unprocessed data for each class of rail flaw and to identify the significant components for use

in the neural networks. Initially, it was intended that two laboratories would be established: one

at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of Illinois at Ur-

bana--Champaign, and the second laboratory at the Sperry Rail Service. After the compilation

of the list of the equipment and pricing them, it was decided that only one laboratory would be

established at the Sperry Rail Service. This would have the added advantage of eliminating the

need for the costly shipment of the rail specimens with flaws from Danbury to Urbana.

After completing the collection, digitization and storing of the unprocessed ultrasonic data

we intended to develop a set of neural networks for rail flaw detection. The following two para-

graphs are the text of the last two tasks in the proposal that describe the procedure for developing

the neural networks.

“Study the unprocessed data generated in the field and in the laboratory, and develop sev-
eral candidate systems of neural networks for rail flaw detection. Train the neural net-
works and evaluate their performance in the laboratory. Select a specific neural network
system.”

“Further develop the selected neural network system and train the relevant neural net-
works in the system. Conduct an extensive series of tests and evaluate the performance
of the system. Record additional data on the test track and perform blind tests. This task
will require several cycles of improving the neural network design, retraining it, and eval-
uating its performance.”

Before any unprocessed data could be collected, Sperry Rail Service withdrew from the

project for internal reasons and the project could not be completed.
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5. Work accomplished to date

Initially, it was intended that a special laboratory would be set up at Sperry Rail Service

for collection, digitization and storing of unprocessed data. A similar, but smaller laboratory

was intended to be set up at Urbana at University of Illinois with the loaned equipment and rail

sections from Sperry. It was subsequently decided that only one laboratory would be established

at Danbury and the Principal Investigator and his graduate students will travel to Danbury as

needed.

Sperry Rail Service in consultation with the Principal Investigator completed the selection

and purchase of the equipment for the Rail Flaw Detection Laboratory. The following is a partial

list of equipment and software that was acquired.

1. UT 340 (standard) pulser/receiver from UTEX Scientific, Canada.

2. Digitizer with 100 MHz sampling and 12 bits.

3. Winspect software that is used to control motion, operate pulser/receiver, acquire data, and

process data for different uses. The Winspect has a capability to acquire a full digitized wave-

form that is used to extract features for artificial intelligence.

4. I3D software that is used to study wave--propagation within a medium for variety of transduc-

er configurations.

Sperry Rail Service has also loaned some existing equipment to the laboratory. They in-

clude platforms for mounting the rail segments for ultrasonic testing, various wheel sets with

different transducers, laboratory device for rolling the wheel set over the rail, handset ultrasonic

transducers, and a digital oscilloscope.

At that point the plans called for starting the testing in the near future. In the first phase of the

testing the Principal Investigator and a graduate student planned to spend about two weeks in

Danbury to perform the tests. Thereafter, they planned to travel to Danbury for additional tests

as needed.
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We also started planning for the second phase of the project, which involved collection of

the digitized unprocessed data. Currently, only the processed data is stored. The volume of the

unprocessed data is very large and no provisions had been made for storing the unprocessed data

in the current electronic equipment on the detection cars. Special equipment needed to be de-

signed and installed on a selected car to digitize and store the unprocessed data. Initially, it was

intended that the unprocessed data would be acquired from the runs over the Sperry’s test track

in Danbury, CT. The location and type of the flaws in the test track are known. Additional data

were to be acquired from the revenue runs n the next phase of testing.

After an initial study, it was determined that the collection of unprocessed field data would

have required costly design and modification of the electronic systems in the Sperry detection

cars. A less costly method was possible for generating the necessary data for this project. A

decision was made that for the purpose of this project, the unprocessed data would be collected

in the laboratory, duplicating the conditions in the field as closely as possible. Sections of rail

with known flaws were to be used and subjected to the same ultrasonic transducer wheel sets that

are used in the field. A request for modification of the original proposal was filed with TRB and

this modification was subsequently approved.

After a period of uncertainty about the continuation of the project, Sperry decided to con-

tinue with the project. During a visit by the Principle Investigator to Sperry Rail Service Labora-

tory in Danbury, CT a small sample of unprocessed ultrasonic data was collected using the new

laboratory set up and the new equipment acquired for this purpose. Shortly after that, Sperry

Rail Service decided to withdraw from this project. Without their participation the project could

not be completed.

6. Preliminary conclusions and reason for termination of this research
project

Even though this project could not be completed, the potential advantage of using unpro-

cessed ultrasonic data remains. Earlier research performed by the Principle Investigator clearly
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demonstrated the benefits of using neural networks in ultrasonic rail flaw detection with pro-

cessed data. It is only logical to conclude that using unprocessed data, that contains far more

information than the processed data, will improve the performance of rail flaw detection. This

observation is equally shared by the Principle Investigator and Sperry Rail Service.

The necessary neural networks and the procedure for carrying out this development are

already in place. In order to proceed to the next step in this project we needed recorded unpro-

cessed data. The recorded unprocessed data should cover the range of all the major types of rail

flaws. The data should also include the cases where there are signals but there are no flaws. This

data was intended for use in training of neural networks. This would have been followed by test-

ing and evaluation of the trained neural networks. The procedure to be employed in this project

was similar to the procedure used in the earlier research with the processed data.

7. Recommendations for future research

The Principle Investigator firmly believes that there is considerable potential in using the

unprocessed data to improve the performance of the ultrasonic rail flaw detection. Neural net-

works can play a central role in realizing this potential. It is highly recommended that this project

be continued at a future time when it becomes possible to collect and digitize the necessary un-

processed ultrasonic data.

The future research can be envisioned in two major phases. The first phase will be similar

to the research that was planned in this project. In this phase neural network based rail flaw

detection methods will be developed for the current configuration of the ultrasonic transducers.

Once effective neural networks have been developed to use the unprocessed data, it will

be possible to examine the basics of the ultrasonic rail flaw detection. As part of the this re--ex-

amination it would be appropriate to revisit the ultrasonic transducer arrangements currently

used in rail flaw detection. The current arrangements of the ultrasonic transducers are designed

to generate data for use by the operator and this imposes certain limitations on the design of the

whole system. These limitation could be relaxed with the neural network based rail flaw detec-
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tion. Neural networks bring additional capabilities to rail flaw detection in terms of speed and

the volume of data that they process. Future research can be directed at investigating more effec-

tive ways of deploying the ultrasonic transducers in a neural--network--based rail flaw detection.
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